High-Impact Research

We are proud of our faculty for winning very important campus and external awards, and for their many publications in the top journals in their fields.

Award-Winning Faculty

• **Donald Moynihan** received the Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management’s Kershaw Award, which honors a scholar younger than 40 who has made a distinguished contribution to public policy analysis and management.

• **Gregory Nemet** won a 2015 Romnes Faculty Fellowship.

• **Pamela Herd** is a 2015 Vilas Associate and received the 2015 Vilas Faculty Mid-Career Investigator Award.

• **Menzie Chinn** will receive a 2015 Epstein Faculty Fellowship.

Research in Top Journals

• **Jason Fletcher** has new research in *Journal of Health Economics* and in *American Sociological Review*.

• **Susan Yackee** has an article forthcoming in *American Political Science Review*.

• **Donald Moynihan** has articles forthcoming in *Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory* and *Public Performance and Management Review*. *Public Administration Review* selected two of his articles as among 75 most influential.

• **David Weimer** has research forthcoming in the *Journal of Health Politics, Policy and Law*, and *Risk Analysis*.

• **Pamela Herd** has new research in *Public Administrative Review* and *Journal of Public Administration Research and Theory*.

• **J. Michael Collins** has new research in *Journal of Policy Analysis and Management*.

• **Menzie Chinn** has an article forthcoming in *Journal of International Money and Finance*.

Research Initiatives

• **Pamela Herd**’s leadership helped the Wisconsin Longitudinal Study receive nearly $35 million in National Institutes of Health funding.

• **Susan Yackee** organized a conference that brought together top scholars to present and discuss research on the new field of empirical rulemaking.

• As founding co-director of the Census Bureau Research Data Center in Wisconsin, **Timothy Smeeding** played a key role in bringing it to the university.

• President Obama’s proposed budget references **Donald Moynihan**’s research on the use of performance management data by federal agencies.

• In response to a request from the Competitive Wisconsin’s BE BOLD 3 initiative, **Robert Haveman** and **John Witte** prepared a report identifying industries likely to be the greatest contributors to employment growth for Wisconsin.